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Effortlessly create the ultimate living space with deluxe accessories from mild to wild. 
Organize in an instant with handy household helpers. Transform your outdoor space  
with a fabulous array of decorative treasures. Dozens of fantastic items to suit your  
style are here at Bayberry Lane!

Bayberry Lane ®

Relax together… 
Holds two people!

a | two-person hammock  Relax together on 
this sturdy cotton hammock built comfortably for 
two. A delightful retreat! Pillow not included. Max. 
Wt.: 440 lbs. Recycled cotton rope on a wood frame, 
metal loops for hanging. May require additional 
freight charge. 54" x 140" long.   33024   $69.95

b | hammock chair  Perfect to hang on 
porch or branch. This comfy cradle chair will  
quickly become your favorite place to relax!  
Max. Wt.: 200 lbs. Recycled cotton. May  
require additional freight charge. 39¼" x 46" high.   
35330   $49.95

a

b
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c | deluxe picnic trolley  Whether it’s a romantic meal for two or a family feast, this rolling kit is a must-have for any mobile 
gourmet! Front pocket contains a full service for four, while two insulated center pockets keep your favorite hot or cold goodies 
ready for enjoyment. The ultimate companion for outdoor fun! Plastic, stainless steel, wood, cotton, and polyester. Hand wash 
only. 16½" x 12¾" x 24" high; handle extends to 38¾" high; top insulated space: 12" x 7½" x 5¼" high; large insulated space: 13" 
x 8" x 13" high.   14231   Set  $119.95
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Solar-Powered

a | fairy solar water fountain  
Fabulous fountain features a scene 
from treasured childhood tales, as 
a pair of fairies plays in the crystal 
waterfalls. The magic of solar power 
lets you add this fountain to your 
favorite spot without tangled  
cords, or an optional electrical plug for 
overcast days. Polyresin, stonepowder, 
and sand. UL recognized. Some 
assembly required. May require  
additional freight charge. Solar panel,  
pump, electrical adapter included.  
17½" x 17½" x 41⅜" high.   
12842   $299.95

b | new! floating faucet solar 
fountain  Guests will do a double 
take as this faucet seems to float in 
mid air! Ingenious fountain features 
a solar powered pump that allows 
for easy placement— even in areas 
without access to outdoor power. 
Resin. UL recognized. May require 
additional freight charge. Solar panel,  
pump and electrical adapter included.  
14" diameter x 35⅝" high.   
14767   $249.00

c | solar pagoda light  Ancient 
beauty meets modern technology 
in this graceful solar pagoda lamp! 
Resembling a sand-cast temple lantern, 
the lattice cage of this decorative 
garden light features a super-bright bulb 
for bright nighttime illumination. Solar 
panel at top uses sunlight to charge the 
lantern—no plugs or cords required! 
Ceramic. 6⅝" diameter x 8½" high.   
38992   $39.95

d | new! bullfrog garden solar 
light  With his friendly grin and a 
belly that glows, this lovable bullfrog 
spreads happiness wherever he 
goes! Charming solar powered light 
is a decorative delight day and night. 
Polyresin and solar LED light. One AA 
600MAH NI-CD battery included.  
6" x 5⅛" x 6⅛" high.   14641   $19.95

e | magical motion frog garden 
stone  Realistic garden stone is a 
gorgeous daytime decoration, and 
at night, it becomes something truly 
special! Tiny solar-powered lights bring 
the frog motif to life with the illusion of 
leaping motion. Absolutely enchanting! 
Polyresin and solar LED lights. One AA 
600MAH NI-CD battery included.  
10" x 4¼" x 6¼" high.   13911   $39.95

a
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a | new! thirsty dog solar fountain  Whimsical faux-bronze fountain 
depicts a parched pooch lapping up a refreshing cool drink of water.  
Solar power lets you place this adorable accent anywhere—no plugs required! 
Resin. UL recognized. May require additional freight charge.  
Solar panel, pump and electrical adapter included. 21⅞" x 13¾" x 27⅛" high.   
14769   $249.00

b | lion guardian statue  With his mighty paw placed atop a crested 
shield, a regal lion surveys all who approach the door to your “castle.” Inspired 
by the centuries-old stone carvings found in castles and cathedrals throughout 
Europe, this impressive statue makes a bold historical statement and lends 
distinction to your entryway or garden! Fiber resin. May require additional 
freight charge. 12¼" x 14⅛" x 25" high.   38624   $89.95

c | new! welcome gnome statue  Wherever you roam, you’ll get a 
warm welcome home when you’re greeted by this cheerful gnome! Rustic 
faux wood statue makes a fanciful folk art addition to your porch or garden. 
Polyresin. 8" x 6¼" x 20¼" high.   14790   $59.95

d | celestial glow-in-dark stepping stone  Lovely by day, and magical 
by night— place this celestial plaque in a sunny spot to enjoy a beautiful 
glow-in-the-dark moon and stars image! Polyresin. 10½" diameter x ½" thick.   
39697   $17.95

Garden Décor

a
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20" Tall!

e | new! sleepy gnome welcome sign  
You’ll always feel right at home when you’re 
welcomed by your very own gnome! This sleepy 
fellow adds a whimsical touch to this folksy faux 
wood garden sign. Polystone.  
11½" x 4" x 7¾" high.   14584   $29.95

b
c

d

e
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Birdhouse Charmers

b

c d

a

a | new! little white chapel birdhouse  Whitewashed country chapel is 
a wonder of woodwork and a heavenly haven for some blessed birdies. Three 
separate openings create a  welcome for a whole flying congregation!  Wood. 
7⅞" x 6¼" x 12¾" high.   14778   $24.95

c | new! fifties diner birdhouse  Rock and roll roadhouse brings back the 
good old times of the fifties! Charming lifelike details including a miniature 
burger and milkshake make this bird palace a fanciful addition to your garden. 
Wood. 10¼" x 7⅞" x 8½" high.   14775   $24.50

b | new! workout gym birdhouse  Whimsical gym birdhouse is the 
perfect shelter for buffed-out “birdy-builders!” Delightfully styled just like a 
full-size workout palace, including dumbbells, signs and even a tiny towel. 
Wood. 10¼" x 7⅞" x 8½" high.   14774   $24.50 

d | new! windmill birdhouse  Time for the birds to go Dutch— with a 
windmill house, that is. Let them upgrade to this lovely distressed white 
birdhouse with a windmill for a little flavor of the Netherlands. Wood.  
10½" x 6½" x 16¾" high.   14623   $24.95
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e f

g h

e | new! bed and breakfast birdhouse  Savvy travelers know best— 
this birdhouse inn stands out from the rest! You’ll delight at the lifelike details 
from the railings and thatched roof right down to the charming checkered 
tablecloth. Wood. 10¼" x 7⅞" x 8⅞" high.   14776   $24.50

g | new! western saloon birdhouse  Charming all wood saloon gives 
your garden the rustic appeal of the Wild West, with plenty of space for 
feathered visitors to rest. A quaint addition to your home on the range!  
Fir wood. 5⅞" x 5½" x 7¾" high.   14651   $19.95

f | new! whimsical windmill birdhouse  Wonderfully witty 
windmill  cleverly crafted from natural wood, this delightful decoration is 
a snug haven for your winged garden visitors. Wood. 6½" x 5⅛" x 9" high.   
14777   $19.95

h | new! barnyard birdhouse  Fanciful garden décor just doesn’t get 
better than this! Big red barn with all the country trimmings brightens up 
your yard while providing a roomy shelter for one  fortunate feathered family.  
Wood. 9½" x 8¼" x 9" high.   14779   $24.50



Gentle Breezes, Beautiful Sounds
a | new! english garden 
windchime  With its simple 
silhouette and understated color 
scheme, this garden chime is the 
very essence of English charm. 
Wood-look pipes turn every 
breath of breeze into a soothing 
symphony! Wood and rust 
powder-coated aluminum.  
6½" square x 36" high.   
14591   $69.95

b | new! copper leaf 
windchime  Vibrant notes 
seem to dance in the air as 
coppery chimes fill your garden 
with music! Gorgeous to behold 
as well as to hear, this copper 
and rosewood colored chime 
graciously completes your serene 
outdoor theme. Wood and rust 
powder-coated aluminum.  
5¼" diameter x 24" high.   
14590   $39.95

c | new! dharma windchime  
Shining chimes weave a gentle 
breeze into a magical musical 
spell! Beautifully crafted with 
natural wood and geode trim, with 
silver anodized aluminum pipes 
that sparkle the air with song. 
Wood and anodized aluminum. 
3¾" diameter x 18" high.   
14592   $29.95

d | new! rose quartz 
windchime  Fairy music 
floats on the breeze as this 
miniature chime weaves a spell 
of serenity. Real rose quartz 
and natural wood elegantly 
complement six shining metal 
chimes. Wood and aluminum 
chimes. 2¾" diameter x 18" high.   
14595   $24.95

e | new! victorian verdigris 
windchime  With its lilting 
song and graceful ornamentation, 
this hanging chime embodies  
the elegance of the Victorian age.  
A serene serenade for your 
outdoor living space! Wood  
and anodized aluminum.  
6¾" diameter x 30" high.   
14594   $49.95

f | new! amazing grace 
windchime  Let the Lord’s 
music grace your garden as this 
windchime plays its gentle song! 
Silver anodized aluminum pipes 
create a magical melody, while 
a cobalt-crystal and silver cross 
shimmers in the breeze. Wood 
and anodized aluminum.  
5¼" diameter x 27" high.   
14593   $39.95

10
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Windchimes 
crafted by 
the artisans at 
Woodstock 
Chimes!

c d e f
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Coastal Living

b

a

c

Wonderful 
details 
make these 
coastal 
home 
accents 
special!

c | new! mini 
mayflower ship model  
Pay tribute to our nation’s 
birth with this handsome 
historical figurine! The 
mighty Mayflower adds its 
classic image to complete 
your nautical or historical 
theme; marvelously crafted 
with attention to every 
detail. Wood and cotton.  
7" x 1¾" x 6¼" high.   
14750   $12.95

a | new! rowboat curio cabinet set  
Cute and casual display shelves bring the 
fun of a day at the lake to your décor! Faux 
rowboats in a peppy red and white scheme 
create a fanciful showcase for your treasured 
keepsakes; so cute in a sunny corner. MDF 
wood. May require additional freight charge. 
Large: 14½" x 7¼" x 29½" high; 
small: 10" x 6¼" x 19" high.    
14753   Set of 2  $119.95

b | new! sandcastle 
lighthouse candle 
lamp  Like a child’s 
sandcastle, this lovely 
little lighthouse evokes 
happy dreams of the 
sea! When topped  
with a tealight, this 
nautical decoration fills  
the night with a  
comforting glimmer  
of light. Polyresin,  
metal and glass.  
Candle not included.  
4⅜" diameter x 11" high.   
14626   $21.95
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Lovely lighthouses freshen up 
your nautical décor!

g

d e f

d | new! seafaring wall clock  Graceful ships 
and sailor’s knots make this stately clock the 
crowning glory of your nautical decorating theme! 
Cleverly outfitted with a compass clock dial and 
rope knot numerals for an authentic seafaring 
feel. Wood, cotton and glass. One AA battery not 
included. 10" x 2" x 20½" high.   14752   $59.95

e | lighthouse birdhouse  Beckon birds to 
shelter with this lovely little lighthouse! Wood with 
plexiglass window and simulated (non-working) 
candle. 7¼" x 5⅛" x 11¼" high.   29635   $17.95

f | new! lighthouse candle lantern  With its 
contemporary construction and creamy ivory finish, 
this little lighthouse freshens up your nautical décor 
theme! Just tuck a candle inside the base and bask 
in its beckoning glow. Iron and glass. Candle not 
included. 4¾" diameter x 11¾" high; 13" high with 
hanging loop at top.   14634   $19.95

g | new! passat ship model  Let your 
imagination set sail as this handsome tall ship 
proudly crests your mantle or table! Exquisitely 
detailed model is stunningly authentic, from its 
billowing sails to its gleaming brass rails.  
Wood and cotton. 13" x 2¾" x 12" high.   
14751   $39.95
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Zen Living
a

c

b

d

d | sitting monk treasure box  No one will guess that beneath 
this stunning statue, a stash of treasures lies safely hidden away. This 
combination decoration handsomely stores your favorite memorabilia! 
Polyresin. 4¾" diameter x 9" high.   12643   $21.95

a • new! golden buddha temple fountain  Buddha reclines within the shelter 
of his temple as cascading blessings flow from his glowing basket. Faux-stone 
tabletop fountain is the perfect centerpiece for your own shrine of serenity!  Resin.  
UL recognized. Electric pump included. 7" x 6½" x 12" high.   14773   $79.95

b | zen rock garden  Miniature Zen garden is a coffee table conversation
 piece that brings peace of mind. Includes square dish, white sand, three stones,  
mini pagoda and a rake. 7¼" x 7⅛" x 1¾" high.   34638   Set  $7.95

c | new! happy sitting buddha statue  
The Happy Buddha’s sitting pose enhances 
his big belly which represents 
wealth and prosperity. With 
such an infectious smile, 
this silver and black statue 
is sure to inspire happiness 
around it in your home. 
Polyresin. 5½" x 
5" x 5¾" high.   
14581   $14.95
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5-Pc. Set ONLY
$49.95

e

f g
e | asian palace vase ensemble  Grace your 
home with traditional Asian artistry! With vibrant 
colors, intricate motifs and a subtle golden glimmer, 
this five-piece vase ensemble recalls the centuries-
old treasures found throughout royal Asian palaces. 
Porcelain. May require additional freight charge. 
Decorative purposes only. Tall necked vase:  
4¾" diameter x 12" high; tall lidded urn: 4½" diameter 
x 12¾" high; bowl vase: 6⅛" diameter x 5" high; small 
necked vase: 3" diameter x 6⅛" high; small lidded urn: 
2½" diameter x 6" high.   39567   Set of 5  $49.95

f | good karma unexpected miracles candle  
A cheering blend of spring flowers brings to mind life’s 
little miracles, and sets the scene for karmic discovery! 
This candle inspires happy reflection and opens your 
heart to every blessing that is sure to come your  
way. Heavenly mist fragrance. 7 oz. jar. Burns up to  
50 hours. Soy blend wax with lidded glass jar.  
2¾" diameter x 3½" high.   14217   $12.95

g | good karma good health candle  Like a 
forest after a cleansing rain, this candle’s subtle blend 
of fresh botanicals bestows an aura of healing that 
inspires clarity and good spiritual health. A calming, 
soothing aromatherapy treasure! Aloe fragrance. 7 oz. 
jar. Burns up to 50 hours. Soy blend wax with lidded 
glass jar. 2¾" diameter x 3½" high.   14216   $12.95
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Moroccan Lanterns
a b c

d e

glass moroccan lanterns  Spark an aura of 
Moroccan magic when you place these jewel 
tone lanterns anywhere in your home! Deep 
colored pressed-glass panels and lacy cutouts 
transform candlelight into a mesmerizing dance, 
lavishing the night with a mystical glow.  
Suitable for hanging or use as a freestanding 
lamp. Iron and glass. Candles not included.  
Each is 4½" x 3¾" x 10¼" high.  

a | green glass moroccan lantern  
  13244   $9.95
b | blue glass moroccan lantern  
  37438   $9.95
c | red glass moroccan lantern  
  13245   $9.95.

d | magic rainbow moroccan lantern  
Candlelight glows through this lantern’s multi-
colored panels, turning ordinary light into a 
kaleidoscope display. A blaze of festive color 
that enlivens any evening! Iron and glass. 
Candle not included. 4½" x 3¾" x 10¼" high.   
14119   $9.95

e | clear glass moroccan lantern  
Intricate cutout metalwork blazes with light as 
a candle sets this lantern aglow. A decorating 
treasure inspired by the mysteries of the fabled 
Far East! Iron and glass. Candle not included.  
4½" x 3¾" x 10¼" high.   14118   $9.95
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Let these 
lovely lanterns 
enhance your 
décor!

f g

h

g | new! azul serenity hanging 
lamp  Deepest ocean blue adds exotic 
enchantment to a captivating dance of 
color and light! Ornately fashioned in the 
Moroccan tradition, this hanging lantern 
fills your surroundings with worldly 
intrigue. Iron and glass. Chain included. 
Candle not included. 3½" x 3⅛" x 11" high; 
20" high with chain.   14691   $16.95

h | moroccan tabletop lantern  
Inspired by the haunting beauty of 
traditional Moroccan metalwork lamps,  
this free-standing miniature version casts 
an ever-changing dance of light and shadow 
wherever it is placed.  
Iron and glass. Candle not included.  
5½" diameter x 13" high.   38566   $19.95

f | mystical candle lantern  
Handsomely styled cutout 
metalwork recalls the beautiful 
hand-wrought lamps of a 
Moroccan marketplace. Iron 
and glass. Chain and candle 
not included. 4" x 4" x 10" high.   
39640   $12.95
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a | new! wise owl candle 
stand  With its fanciful 
theme and its rich, earthy 
colors, this vine shaped 
candle stand is a wise 
decorating choice indeed! 
Cute owl ornament is ever so 
enchanting when backlit by a 
candle’s glow. Iron, glass and 
acrylic. Candle not included.  
7¼" x 3⅞" x 8¾" high.   14604   
$14.95

b | new! twilight bloom 
tealight holder  A single 
dusky purple lily holds a 
tealight candle at its heart, 
while crystalline flowerbuds 
capture the gentle glow. 
A beautiful reminder of 
the quiet enchantment as 
the evening turns to night! 
Glass, iron and acrylic. Some 
assembly required. Candle 
not included. 8½" x 4⅝" x 
13½" high.   14575   $19.95

c | new! geometric 
leopard votive stand  A 
lively leopard print and quirky 
mirrored shapes turn this 
simple candleholder into a 
decorating sensation!  
The addition of your  
favorite votive fills your 
surroundings with an 
exotically enchanting glow. 
Iron, glass and acrylic. Candle 
not included.  
4⅞" x 3¾" x 12" high.   14603   
$19.95

d | amber lilies tealight 
holder  Gracious curves 
and warm amber glass add 
a strikingly sensual appeal to 
this three-tealight candelabra. 
Add the amber glow of 
candlelight to this elegant Art 
Nouveau sculpture for a truly  
stunning display! Iron with 
glass and acrylic accents. 
Candles not included.  
9⅜" x 4¾" x 13⅜" high.   
38947   $27.95

e | silver calla lily 
candleholder  Slender 
silver spires and leaves 
surround delicate frosted lily 
blooms; lovely by day, and 
enchanting when crowned 
with candlelight. An  
art-house treasure in the  
classic Art Deco tradition! 
Iron, glass and acrylic.  
Some assembly required.  
May require additional freight 
charge.  
Candles not included.  
11½" x 8⅝" x 32" high.   12794   
$79.95

e
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Bath Décor
a c

b
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d

These bathroom 
beautifiers are an 
instant update to 
your powder room 
that add storage 
galore where you 
need it most!

a | new! nantucket bathroom 
wall shelf  Bright white louvered 
shelf  contains clutter and adds 
style appeal to your powder room! 
Two roomy shelves hold plenty of 
collectible or bath essentials, while 
a built-in bar holds a towel right 
at ready reach. MDF wood. Some 
assembly required. Contents not 
included. 23¾" x 8" x 20" high.   
14706   $49.95

b | new! nantucket storage 
cabinet  Big on storage yet 
surprisingly sleek, this shelf 
and cabinet combination tucks 
anywhere for instant organization. 
A winning style addition for any 
room in your home! MDF wood. 
Some assembly required.  
May require additional freight 
charge. Contents not included.  
13½" x 12" x 27½" high.   
14707   $69.95

c | new! nantucket tall 
storage cabinet  You’ll find a 
thousand uses for this fashionable 
organizer, from the bathroom to 
the living room and beyond! Sleek 
louvered styling and bright white 
finish let this handsome shelf 
brighten most any décor. MDF 
wood. Some assembly required. 
May require additional freight 
charge. Contents not included. 
13½" x 8" x 65" high.   
14705   $99.95

d | new! nantucket bathroom 
space saver  Make elegant 
use of wasted space with this 
decorative bathroom storage 
cabinet! Instantly adds ample room 
above your commode for towels, 
toiletries and other essentials 
while enhancing your powder room 
décor. MDF wood.  
Some assembly required.  
May require additional freight 
charge. Contents not included.  
23⅝" x 9¼" x 62" high.   
14704   $109.95
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Realistic boots 
make a playful 

planter!

Go West

b

c

b | majestic stallion accent table  Incredibly 
lifelike figural accent table is sure to be the focus piece 
of your décor. A noble stallion is captured in action as he 
stands proudly upon his mighty hind legs. Polystone base 
with tempered glass top. Some assembly required.  
May require additional freight charge.  
19" diameter x 24⅜" high.   38426   $139.95

c | cowboy boot planter  Some boots were made 
for walking, but this pair is a playful planter that brings 
a merry spot of greenery to your home on the range. 
Realistically rustic, right down to the dusty finish, fancy 
stitching and worn, wrinkled shape! Polyresin. Plants not 
included. 9⅝" x 7¾" x 9⅛" high.   38447   $29.95

Old-time  
buckboard  

styling!
a

a | new! rustic wagon  Old-time buckboard styling 
and a weathered finish give this cart the instant 
appeal of a cherished antique! Real rolling wheels 
add a charming touch and allow easy access to move 
things around your garden. Fir wood. Some assembly 
required. May require additional freight charge.  
64" x 37½" x 26½" high.   14653   $149.95

Give your home or 
yard the flair of the 
old West!
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d

d | wild western water 
fountain  Who says that 
fountains have to be frilly? This 
ranch-style accent is loaded 
with authentic cowboy styling 
for a delightfully different take 
on garden decor. Real rustic 
weathered finish makes it 
an instant perfect fit for the 
great outdoors! Polyresin. UL 
recognized. Some assembly 
required. May require additional 
freight charge. Pump included. 
14" x 9¼" x 22½" high.   
13056   $139.95
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new! rustic convertible garden table  Garden spaces 
big and small get double the delight from this two-in-one 
furnishing! When folded into a park bench, it invites a cozy 
intimate chat; when hosting a gathering, it quickly becomes a 
roomy picnic bench with plenty of room for guests. Fir wood. 
Some assembly required. May require additional freight 
charge. Picnic table: 55⅜" x 53¾" x 29" high; bench: 
55" x 31½" x 24¼" high.   14649   $299.95

After your picnic, it folds into  
a park bench for your guests!
It’s a perfect place for your guests to 
get better acquainted.

Easily Converts Into… A Picnic BenchPark Bench
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Home Office

a

b
Ventilates Heat

a | new! workstation desk  Whether 
you’re working or studying at home, check off 
your to-do list at this classic white workstation 
desk. Simplicity in style with all the space you 
need for the task at hand. MDF wood with 
lacquer. Some assembly required. May require 
additional freight charge. Contents not included. 
47¼" x 23½" x 29½" high.  14708   $179.95

b | new! universal laptop stand  
At last— a portable laptop desk that adjusts 
to your ergonomic level! 360 degree rotating 
base and seven different angle adjustments 
let you customize your workstation to fit your 
style. Elevated base allows air flow to keep 
your laptop cool; nonskid bottom holds your 
computer securely. Plastic. Laptop not included. 
10" x 10⅞" x 1" thick.   14608   $7.95

Rotates 360°

Nonskid Bottom
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c

d

e

Work Anywhere 
Comfortably!

Extendable From 
8" to 11.5"

Mouse Pad

Drink Holder

2 USB Cooling 
Fans

Extra Large 7.1" Fan 
with Blue LED

Powered Though 
USB

d | new! sturdy laptop sleeve  
Protect your precious portable 
computer with this sturdy carry 
sleeve! Ideal for everyday use, this 
attractive case holds up to a 15" 
laptop; zippered outer pocket keeps 
accessories right at hand. Rubber 
and polyester. spot clean only. 16½" 
x ¾" x 12¼" high.   14801   $19.95

c | new! laptop cooling pad  Protect 
your precious laptop from performance loss 
and costly damage! Special cooling pad with 
powerful fan helps guard delicate systems 
against overheating, in a stylish, sleek, 
portable shape that’s perfect for travel. Plastic. 
11¼" x 11¼" x 1¾" high.   14470   $14.95

e | new! executive laptop 
workstation  Work on your laptop 
in comfort and style, anywhere you 
please! Lightweight folding table 
securely supports your portable 
computer, with cooling fans, mouse 
pad, drink holder and pen holder built 
right in. A must-have for any power 
user! Plastic. 22" x 12" x 12¼" high; 
11¼" x 12½" x 1½" high when folded.   
14469   $39.95

Angled Adjustable 
Table
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Kitchen Helpers

b

a c

a | new! osaka curio 
shelf  A sleek, squared 
curio shelf becomes a 
functional work of art, 
thanks to gleaming 
chrome framework and 
five natural bamboo 
slat shelves. A striking 
showplace for your 
favorite items! Bamboo 
and chrome plated metal. 
Some assembly required. 
13" x 10½" x 50½" high.   
14709   $99.95

b | new! osaka 
kitchen cart  Attractive 
rolling cart complements 
any gourmet kitchen! 
The perfect fusion of 
fashion and function, with 
a sleek tower silhouette 
containing a solid bamboo 
top, utensil drawer, two 
baskets and a bamboo 
shelf. Bamboo and 
chrome plated metal. 
Some assembly required. 
14⅛" square x 30" high.   
14710   $79.95

c | new! round bamboo cutting board  Keep 
this handy companion nearby for all your cutting and 
chopping tasks! Long lasting, eco-friendly bamboo 
stands up to plenty of use, while making a beautiful 
addition to your kitchen. Bamboo. Hand wash only.  
10" diameter x ¾" thick.   14673   $10.95
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d

e

d | hanging pot holder  An intricate swirl design makes this wrought iron 
hanging pot holder a useful work of art for the kitchen. May require additional 
freight charge. Cookware not included. 31¼" x 15⅞" x 11⅞" high.   
35603   $79.95

e | burgundy nonstick cookware  Tasteful burgundy finish adds richness 
to an essential set of cookware, creating a look that any gourmet chef is sure 
to love. Sturdily constructed with non-stick interiors and matching lids. Carbon 
steel with heat insulated handles. Hand wash only. Three size pots (1.1, 2.1, 
3.75 quart) with lids; Pan: 9½" diameter x 2¼" high.   
12129   Set  $59.95  s
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Garden Delights

a | ivy-design staircase plant stand  
Airy strands of ivy grace this staircase style plant 
stand. Six shelves place plants at graduating 
heights, creating a dramatic display of greenery! 
Metal. Some assembly required. Plants and pots 
not included. 22¼" x 22½" x 38½" high.   
34764   $59.95

b | plant watering globe stakes  Beautiful 
decorative globes are more than mere ornaments. 
They’re a worry-free way to water your plants!  
Just fill and place into soil and the plant absorbs 
the exact amount needed. Actual color of each 
globe may vary from the picture shown. Glass. 
Each is 3⅛" diameter x 11¾" high.   
12683   Pair  $9.95

c | blue floral teacup planter  Create your 
own storybook garden scene with this fanciful 
planter! A replica of a fine china teacup, right  
down to the ladylike floral pattern; just add a 
plentiful plant and enjoy. Drain hole in bottom. 
Dolomite. Plant not included. Tea cup planter:  
13" x 10" x 6¾" high; saucer: 12⅜" diameter.   12686   
Set  $49.95

b

c

a
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d | new! tea rose garden 
planter trio  An embossed rose 
vine motif and marvelous moss 
green glaze lend these planters 
an air of timeless refinement! 
An enchanting reminder of 
leisurely Victorian pastimes spent 
daydreaming in the summer 
garden. Drain hole at bottom of 
each pot. Each set is individually 
hand painted and colors may 
vary from the photo shown here. 
Ceramic. Plants not included.  
Small: 6" diameter x 5½" high; 
medium: 8½" diameter x 7" high; 
large: 11½" diameter x 9½" high.   
14615   Set  $69.95

e | new! mediterranean mist 
planter trio  Misty sea blue is 
a timeless hue that brings  
these ceramic planters to life! Three 
coordinating pots create a look of 
effortless elegance as  
you watch your garden grow.  
Drain hole at the bottom of  
each pot. Each set is individually  
hand painted and colors may  
vary from the photo shown here.  
Ceramic. Plants not included.  
Small: 6" diameter x 5½" high; 
medium: 8½" diameter x 7" high; 
large: 11½" diameter x 9½" high.   
14614   Set  $69.95

f | jewel-tone flower pot 
trio  Bring a burst of color to your 
garden! Embossed earthenware 
flower pots are sumptuous in 
shades of azure, topaz and peridot. 
Set includes three separate sizes 
to hold a variety of your favorite 
greenery! Drain hole at bottom 
of each pot. Ceramic. Plants not 
included. Large is 12" diameter x 
8½" high; medium is 9" diameter x 
6½" high; small is 6½" diameter x 
5¼" high.   38899   Set  $69.95

d

e

f
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a b c

ice cream sundae candles  Satisfy your sweet tooth without sacrificing your healthy plan! Deliciously scented candles so closely resemble a classic ice 
cream sundae, you simply won’t be able to resist. Scrumptious! Each burns up to 40 hours. Paraffin wax; glass container. Each is 4" diameter x 6½" high.   

a | new! vanilla ice cream sundae candle 14619   $16.95
b | new! strawberry ice cream sundae candle 14620   $16.95
c | new! chocolate ice cream sundae candle 14621   $16.95




